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Asymptotically exact inference in differentiable generative models
Matthew M. Graham Amos J. Storkey
University of Edinburgh University of Edinburgh
Abstract
Many generative models can be expressed as a
differentiable function of random inputs drawn
from some simple probability density. This frame-
work includes both deep generative architectures
such as Variational Autoencoders and a large class
of procedurally defined simulator models. We
present a method for performing efficient MCMC
inference in such models when conditioning on
observations of the model output. For some mod-
els this offers an asymptotically exact inference
method where Approximate Bayesian Computa-
tion might otherwise be employed. We use the
intuition that inference corresponds to integrating
a density across the manifold corresponding to the
set of inputs consistent with the observed outputs.
This motivates the use of a constrained variant
of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo which leverages the
smooth geometry of the manifold to coherently
move between inputs exactly consistent with ob-
servations. We validate the method by performing
inference tasks in a diverse set of models.
1 Introduction
Developments in generative modelling with deep architec-
tures such asVariational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [15, 31] and
Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) [12] have made it pos-
sible to learn probabilistic models of increasingly complex,
high-dimensional data-sets. The generator of these models
can be formulated as a differentiable1 function 푮 ∶  → 
which maps random vector inputs 퐮 ∈  = ℝ푀 drawn from
a probability distribution with known density 핡퐮 [풖] = 휌(풖)to an implicitly defined distribution over random vector out-
puts 퐱 = 푮(퐮) ∈  = ℝ푁 . We will refer here to a model of
this form as a differentiable generative model (DGM).
1Differentiable here means that the Jacobian 휕푮
휕풖
is defined a.e.
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As well as parametric models learnt from data, the DGM
framework also encapsulates a wide class of simulator mod-
els where 푮 is defined procedurally, e.g. numerical integra-
tion of a system of stochastic differential equations. Here
the random inputs 퐮 are the series of draws from a random
number generator during the simulator’s execution. The
operations used in many simulations are differentiable and
automatic differentiation provides a computationally effi-
cient framework for calculating the exact derivatives of a
differentiable simulator’s outputs with respect to its random
inputs given just the code used to define the model.
Often we will be interested in using a generative model to
make inferences about the modelled variables given obser-
vations related to outputs of the model. For example given
a generative model of images we may wish to infer plausi-
ble in-paintings of an image region given knowledge of the
surrounding pixel values. Similarly given a simulator of a
physical process and generator of parameters of the process
which we believe are reasonable a priori, we may wish to
infer our posterior beliefs about the parameters under the
model given observations of the physical process.
Concretely, we consider the generated output 퐱 as being
partitioned into observed variables 퐲 ∈  = ℝ푁푦 and latent
variables 퐳 ∈  = ℝ푁푧 to be inferred, i.e. 퐱 = [퐲; 퐳] and =  ×. Likewise we partition the generator such that
퐲 = 푮푦(퐮) and 퐳 = 푮푧(퐮). Inference is then the task ofcomputing expectations of 퐳 conditioned on an observed 퐲.
A common special case is where 퐳 is generated from a subset
of the random inputs 퐮푧, and 퐲 is then generated as a functionof 퐳 and the remaining random inputs 퐮푦. For example when
퐳 is sampled from a prior and 퐲 sampled from a likelihood
given 퐳. We will refer to this specialism as a directed model
in reference to the fact that it has a natural interpretation as
a directed graphical model as illustrated in figure 1.
For many DGMs we cannot explicitly compute the joint
density on the generator outputs 핡 퐱 [풙] = 핡 퐲, 퐳 [풚, 풛] andso conditional density 핡 퐳 | 퐲 [풛 | 풚] we wish to compute ex-pectations with respect to. In directed models this usually
corresponds to not being able to evaluate the likelihood
핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]. The lack of a closed form density impedes thedirect use of approximate inference methods such as varia-
tional inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
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Figure 1: (a) and (b) Stochastic computation graphs (SGC)
[34] visualising models considered in this paper. Circular
nodes represent stochastic variables sampled from a condi-
tional distribution on their parent nodes or marginal for root
nodes. Square nodes represent variables that are determin-
istic functions of their parents. Shaded nodes are observed.
(a) SGC of general case in which 퐲 and 퐳 are jointly gen-
erated from 퐮. (b) SGC of the directed case in which we
first generate 퐳 from 퐮푧 then generate 퐲 from 퐳 and 퐮푦. (c)Undirected graphical model corresponding to (a) when in-
tegrating out 퐮. (d) Directed graphical model which is a
natural representation of (b) when integrating out 퐮푦 and 퐮푧.
2 Approximate Bayesian Computation
A lack of explicit likelihoods is the motivation for likelihood-
free inference methods such as Approximate Bayesian Com-
putation (ABC) [4, 20]. In ABC the simulated observed
outputs 퐲 are decoupled from the observed data 퐲̄ by a noise
model or kernel 핡 퐲̄ | 퐲 [풚̄ | 풚] = 푘휖(풚̄; 풚) with tolerance pa-
rameter 휖, e.g. 푘휖(풚̄; 풚) ∝ 핀 [|풚̄ − 풚| < 휖] ∕휖푁푦 (uniformball kernel) or 푘휖(풚̄; 풚) =  (풚̄ | 풚, 휖2푰) (Gaussian ker-nel). The ABC likelihood is then defined as
핡 퐲̄ | 퐳 [풚̄ | 풛; 휖] = ∫ 푘휖(풚̄; 풚)핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛] d풚. (1)
The ABC posterior is likewise defined as
핡 퐳 | 퐲̄ [풛 | 풚̄; 휖] = ∫ 푘휖(풚̄; 풚)핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풚∫ 푘휖(풚̄; 풚)핡 퐲 [풚] d풚 (2)
and we can express expectations of functions of the latent
variables 퐳 with respect to this approximate posterior
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲̄ = 풚̄; 휖] = ∫ 푓 (풛)핡 퐳 | 퐲̄ [풛 | 풚̄; 휖] d풛 (3)
=
∫ ∫ 푓 (풛) 푘휖(풚̄; 풚)핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풚 d풛
∫ ∫ 푘휖(풚̄; 풚)핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풚 d풛 .
Various Monte Carlo inference schemes can be used to esti-
mate this expectation. The simplest is to generate a set of
independent samples {풚(푠), 풛(푠)}푆푠=1 from 핡 퐲, 퐳 [풚, 풛] 2 anduse an importance sampling estimator
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲̄ = 풚̄; 휖] ≈ ∑푆푠=1 {푓 (풛(푠)) 푘휖 (풚̄; 풚(푠))}∑푆
푠=1
{
푘휖
(
풚̄; 풚(푠)
)} . (4)
2ABC is usually applied to directed models hence this is usually
considered as generating 퐳 from a prior then simulating 퐲 given 퐳
however more generally we can just sample from the joint.
In the case of a uniform ball kernel this corresponds to the
standard ABC reject algorithm, with expectations being esti-
mated as averages over the latent variable samples for which
the corresponding simulated outputs are within a (Euclidean)
distance of 휖 from the observations.
Alternatively a MCMC scheme can be used to estimate the
ABC posterior expectation in (3) [21]. A Markov chain is
constructed with stationary distribution
핡 퐲, 퐳 | 퐲̄ [풚, 풛 | 풚̄] ∝ 푘휖(풚̄; 풚)핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] (5)
by proposing a new state (풚′, 풛′) given the current state
(풚, 풛) by sampling 풛′ ∼ 푞(⋅ | 풛) from some perturbative
proposal distribution 푞 on  and then generating a new
풚′ ∼ 핡 퐲 | 퐳 [⋅ | 풛]. This is then accepted with probability
푎(풚′, 풛′ | 풚, 풛) = min[1, 푘휖(풚̄; 풚′) 푞(풛 | 풛′)핡 퐳 [풛′]
푘휖(풚̄; 풚) 푞(풛′ | 풛)핡 퐳 [풛]
]
,
(6)
the overall transition operator leaving (5) stationary. The
samples of the chain state can then be used to compute
consistent estimators of (3). This scheme relies on being
able to evaluate 핡 퐳 [풛] and so is only applicable to directedmodels where the generator 푮푧 is of a tractable form suchthat 핡 퐳 [풛] is known.
In the limit of 휖 → 0 valid ABC kernels 푘휖(풚̄; 풚) collapse toa Dirac delta distribution 훿 (풚̄ − 풚) and so the ABC posterior
in (2) converges to the posterior 핡 퐳 | 퐲 [풛 | 풚̄]. Similarly forthe ABC posterior expectation in (3) we have
lim
휖→0
{
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲̄ = 풚̄; 휖]}
=
∫ ∫ 푓 (풛) 훿 (풚̄ − 풚) 핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풚 d풛
∫ ∫ 훿 (풚̄ − 풚) 핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풚 d풛 (7)
=
∫ 푓 (풛)핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚̄ | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풛
∫ 핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚̄ | 풛]핡 퐳 [풛] d풛 = 피 [푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚̄] .
For both the ABC reject and ABC MCMC schemes just
described, simulated observations 풚 are independently gen-
erated from the conditional 핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛] given the currentlatent variables 풛. The observed values 풚̄ are a zero-measure
set in  under non-degenerate 핡 퐲 | 퐳 [풚 | 풛] and so as 휖 → 0the probability of accepting a sample / proposed move be-
comes zero. Applying ABC with a non-zero 휖 therefore can
be seen as a practically motivated relaxation of the constraint
that true and simulated data exactly match, and hence the
‘approximate’ in Approximate Bayesian Computation.
Alternatively the kernel 푘휖 can be given a modelling inter-pretation as representing uncertainty introduced by noise
in the observations or mismatch between the unknown gen-
erative process by which the observed data was produced
and the generative model [30, 37]. In practice however the
kernel and choice of 휖 seems more often to be motivated on
computational efficiency grounds [32].
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3 Inference in the input space
Using the Law of the Unconscious Statistician we can
reparametrise (3) in terms of the random inputs 퐮 to the
generative model
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲̄ = 풚̄; 휖] ∝ ∫ 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 푘휖(풚̄; 푮푦(풖)) 휌(풖) d풖.
This immediately indicates we can estimate ABC expecta-
tions by applying any MCMC method of choice in the input
space to construct a chain with stationary density
휋휖(풖) ∝ 푘휖
(
풚̄; 푮푦(풖)
)
휌(풖). (8)
We can also however again consider the limit of 휖 → 0 as
derived in the output space in (7). We have that the kernel
term 푘휖
(
풚̄; 푮푦(풖)
)
→ 훿
(
풚̄ −푮푦(풖)
) and so
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚̄] = lim
휖→0
{
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲̄ = 풚̄; 휖]} (9)
∝ ∫ 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 훿
(
풚̄ −푮푦(풖)
)
휌(풖) d풖.
The Dirac delta term restricts the integral across the input
space  to an embedded,푀 −푁푦 dimensional, implicitly-
defined manifold  = {풖 ∈  ∶ 푮푦(풖) − 풚̄ = ퟎ}. By ap-plying the the Co-Area Formula [11, §3.2.12] the integral
with respect to the Lebesgue measure across in (9) can be
rewritten as integral across the embedded manifold  with
respect the Hausdorff measure for the manifold
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚̄] ∝ (10)
∫ 푓 ◦푮푧(풖)
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12
휌(풖)푀−푁푦 {d풖} .
Therefore if we generate a set of input MCMC samples
{풖(푠)}푆푠=1 restricted to  and with invariant density
휋(풖) ∝
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12
휌(풖) (11)
with respect to the Hausdorff measure for the manifold, then
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚] = lim
푆→∞
1
푆
푆∑
푠=1
[
푓 ◦푮푧
(
풖(푠)
)]
. (12)
Intuitively the determinant term in (11) adjusts for the change
in the infinitesimal ‘thickness’ (extent in directions orthog-
onal to the tangent space) of the manifold when mapping
through the generator function 푮푦. The result (10) is givenin a slightly different form in [9]. A derivation is provided
in Appendix A of the Supplementary Material.
A general framework for performing asymptotically exact
inference in differentiable generative models is therefore
to define MCMC updates which explore the target density
(11) on the constraint manifold . We propose here to use
a method which simulates the dynamics of a constrained
mechanical system.
4 Constrained Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
InHamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) [10, 27] the vector vari-
able of interest 퐮 is augmented with a momentum variable
퐩 ∈ ℝ푀 . The momentum is taken to be independently Gaus-
sian distributed with zero mean and covariance푴 , often
called the mass matrix. The new joint target density is then
proportional to exp [−퐻(풖,풑)] where
퐻(풖,풑) = − log휋(풖) + 1
2
풑T푴−1풑 (13)
is termed the Hamiltonian.
The canonical Hamiltonian dynamic is described by the
system of ordinary differential equations
d풖
d푡
= 휕퐻
휕풑
=푴−1풑, d풑
d푡
= −휕퐻
휕풖
=
휕 log휋
휕풖
. (14)
This dynamic is time-reversible, measure-preserving and
exactly conserves the Hamiltonian. Symplectic integrators
allow approximate integration of the Hamiltonian flow while
maintaining the time-reversibility and measure-preservation
properties. Subject to stability bounds on the time-step, such
integrators will exactly conserve some ‘nearby’ Hamiltonian,
and so the change in the Hamiltonian will tend to remain
small even over long simulated trajectories [17].
These properties make simulated Hamiltonian dynamics an
ideal proposal mechanism for a Metropolis MCMC method.
The Metropolis accept ratio for a proposal (풖p, 풑p) gener-ated by simulating the dynamic푁푠 time steps forward from
(풖, 풑) with a symplectic integrator and then negating the
momentum, is simply exp{퐻(풖, 풑) −퐻(풖p, 풑p)}. Typi-cally the change in the Hamiltonian will be small and so the
probability of acceptance high. To ensure ergodicity, dy-
namic moves can be interspersed with updates independently
sampling a new momentum from (ퟎ, 푴).
In our case the system is subject to a constraint of the form
푪(풖) = 푮푦(풖) − 풚̄ = ퟎ. By introducing Lagrangian multi-pliers 휆푖 for each of the constraints, the Hamiltonian for aconstrained system can be written as
퐻(풖,풑) = − log휋(풖) + 1
2
풑T푴−1풑 + 흀T푪(풖), (15)
and a corresponding constrained Hamiltonian dynamic
d풖
d푡
=푴−1풑, d풑
d푡
=
휕 log휋
휕풖
− 휕푪
휕풖
T
흀, (16)
subject to 푪(풖) = ퟎ, 휕푪
휕풖
푴−1풑 = ퟎ. (17)
A popular numerical integrator for simulating constrained
Hamiltonian dynamics is RATTLE [2] (and the algebraically
equivalent SHAKE [33] scheme). This a natural generali-
sation of the Störmer-Verlet (leapfrog) integrator typically
used in standard HMC with additional projection steps in
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which the Lagrange multipliers 흀 are solved for to satisfy
the conditions (17). RATTLE and SHAKE maintain the
properties of being time-reversible, measure-preserving and
symplectic [18].
The use of constrained dynamics in HMC has been proposed
several times. In the molecular dynamics literature, both
[14] and [19] suggest using a simulated constrained dynamic
within a HMC framework to estimate free-energy profiles.
Most relevantly here [6] proposes using a constrained HMC
variant to perform inference in distributions defined on im-
plicitly defined embedded non-linear manifolds. This gives
sufficient conditions on퐻 ,  and푪 for the scheme to satisfy
detailed balance and be ergodic: that퐻 is 퐶2 continuous,
and  is a connected smooth and differentiable manifold and
휕푪
휕풖 has full row-rank everywhere.
5 Method
Our constrained HMC implementation is shown in algo-
rithm 1. We use a generalisation of the RATTLE scheme
to simulate the dynamic. The inner updates of the state to
solve for the geodesic motion on the constraint manifold
are split into multiple smaller steps, which can be consid-
ered a special case of the scheme described in [16]. This
allows more flexibility in choosing an appropriately small
step-size to ensure convergence of the iterative solution of
the equations projecting on to the constraint manifold while
still allowing a more efficient larger step size for updates
to the momentum due to the negative log density gradient.
We have assumed푴 = 푰 here; other mass matrix choices
can be equivalently implemented by adding an initial linear
transformation stage in the generator.
Each inner geodesic time-step involves making an uncon-
strained update 풖 → 풖̃ and then projecting 풖̃ back on to 
by solving for 흀 which satisfy 푪(풖̃ − 휕푪휕풖
T
흀) = ퟎ. This is
performed in the function PROJECTPOSITION in algorithm 1.
Here we use a quasi-Newton method for solving the system
of equations in the projection step. The true Newton update
would be
풖(푡) ← 풖(푡) − 휕푪휕풖
|||T풖(푡−1) { 휕푪휕풖 |||풖(푡) 휕푪휕풖 |||T풖(푡−1)}−1 푪(풖(푡)).
This requires recalculating the Jacobian and solving a dense
linear system within the optimisation loop. Instead we use
a symmetric quasi-Newton update as proposed in [3], the
Jacobian Gram matrix 휕푪휕풖 휕푪휕풖
T evaluated at the previous state
used to condition the moves. This matrix is positive-definite
and a Cholesky decomposition can be calculated outside
the optimisation loop allowing cheaper quadratic cost solves
within the loop. In the rare cases where the quasi-Newton
iteration fails we fall back to aMINPACK [24] implementation
of the robust Powell’s Hybrid method [29].
For larger systems, the Cholesky decomposition of the con-
straint Jacobian Gram matrix (line 36) will become a dom-
inant cost, generally scaling cubically with 푁푦. The ele-mentwise or autoregressive noise structures of many models
however allows a significantly reduced quadratically scal-
ing computational cost as explained in the supplementary
material in Appendix C.
The momentum updates in the SIMULATEDYNAMIC routine
require evaluating the gradient of the logarithm of the target
density (11). This can by achieved by using automatic differ-
entiation to calculate the gradient from the expression given
in (11), however both the log-density and gradient can be
more efficiently calculated by reusing the Cholesky decom-
position of the constraint Jacobian Gram matrix computed
in line 36. Details are given in Appendix B.
In the PROJECTPOSITION routine convergence is signalled
when the elementwise maximum absolute value of the con-
straint function is below some tolerance 휖. This acts analo-
gously to the 휖 parameter in ABC methods, however here
we typically set this parameter to some multiple of machine
precision and so the approximation introduced is comparable
to that otherwise incurred for using non-exact arithmetic.
A final implementation detail is the requirement to find some
initial 풖 satisfying 푪(풖) = ퟎ. In some cases structure in the
generator function 푮푦 such as that described in Appendix Ccan be leveraged to come up with an efficient non-iterative
scheme for finding a constraint satisfying 풖. For general
generators, we can choose a subset of the inputs (or linear
projections of the inputs) of dimensionality푁푦 and plug theresulting system of equations into a black-box solver.
6 Related work
Closely related is the Constrained HMC method of [6]. This
demonstrates the validity of the constrained HMC frame-
work theoretically and experimentally, and we do not claim
any original contribution in this respect. The focus in [6] is
on performing inference in distributions inherently defined
on a fixed non-Euclidean manifold such as the unit sphere
or space of orthogonal matrices.
Our work builds on [6] by highlighting that conditioning
on the output of a generator imposes a constraint on its
inputs and so defines a density in input space restricted
to some manifold. Unlike the cases considered in [6] our
constraints are therefore data-driven and the target density
on the manifold implicitly defined by a generator function
and base density.
Geodesic Monte Carlo [7] also considers applying a HMC
scheme to sample from non-linear manifolds embedded in a
Euclidean space. Similarly to [6] however the motivation is
performing inference with respect to distributions explicitly
defined on a manifold such as directional statistics.
The method presented in [7] uses an exact solution for the
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Algorithm 1 Constrained Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm
Input: (풖, 풑) : current state pair with 푪(풖) = ퟎ, 휕푪
휕풖
풑 = ퟎ; (푱 , 푳) : constraint Jacobian and Gram matrix Cholesky factor at current 풖;
휖 : convergence tolerance; 훿푡 : time step;푁푠 : number of time steps to simulate;푁푔 : number of geodesic updates per time step.
Output: (풖′, 풑′) : new state pair with 푪(풖′) = ퟎ, 휕푪
휕풖′
풑′ = ퟎ; (푱 ′, 푳′) : constraint Jacobian and Gram matrix Cholesky factor at new 풖′.
1: 풖p, 풑p, 푱 p, 푳p ← SIMULATEDYNAMIC(풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳)
2: 푟 ← Uniform(0, 1)
3: if 푟 < exp{퐻(풖,풑) −퐻(풖p,풑p)} then
4: 풖′, 풑′, 푱 ′, 푳′ ← 풖p, 풑p, 푱 p, 푳p
5: else
6: 풖′, 풑′, 푱 ′, 푳′ ← 풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳
7: 풏 ← Normal(ퟎ, 푰)
8: 풑′ ← PROJECTMOMENTUM(풏, 푱 ′, 푳′)
9:
10: function SIMULATEDYNAMIC(풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳)
11: 풑̃ ← 풑 + 훿푡
2
휕 log휋
휕풖
|||풖
12: 풑 ← PROJECTMOMENTUM(풑̃, 푱 , 푳)
13: 풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳 ← SIMULATEGEODESIC(풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳)
14: for 푠 ∈ {2…푁푠} do
15: 풑̃ ← 풑 + 훿푡 휕 log휋
휕풖
|||풖
16: 풑 ← PROJECTMOMENTUM(풑̃, 푱 , 푳)
17: 풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳 ← SIMULATEGEODESIC(풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳)
18: 풑̃ ← 풑 + 훿푡
2
휕 log휋
휕풖
|||풖
19: 풑 ← PROJECTMOMENTUM(풑̃, 푱 , 푳)
20: return 풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳
21: function PROJECTPOSITION(풖, 푱 , 푳)
22: 풄 ← 푪(풖)
23: while ‖풄‖∞ > 휖 do
24: 풖 ← 풖 − 푱 T푳−T푳−1풄
25: 풄 ← 푪(풖)
26: return 풖
27:
28: function PROJECTMOMENTUM(풑, 푱 , 푳)
29: return 풑 − 푱 T푳−T푳−1푱풑
30:
31: function SIMULATEGEODESIC(풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳)
32: for 푖 ∈ {1…푁푔} do
33: 풖̃ ← 풖 + 훿푡
푁푔
풑
34: 풖′ ← PROJECTPOSITION(풖̃,푱 , 푳)
35: 푱 ← 휕푪
휕풖
|||풖′
36: 푳 ← chol
(
푱푱 T
)
37: 풑̃ ← 푁푔
훿푡
(풖′ − 풖)
38: 풑 ← PROJECTMOMENTUM(풑̃, 푱 , 푳)
39: 풖 ← 풖′
40: return 풖, 풑, 푱 , 푳
geodesic flow on themanifold. Our use of constrainedHamil-
tonian dynamics, and in particular the geodesic integration
scheme of [16], can be considered an extension for cases
when an exact geodesic solution is not available. Instead the
geodesic flow is approximately simulated while still main-
taining the required measure-preservation and reversibility
properties for validity of the overall HMC scheme.
Hamiltonian ABC [22], also proposes applying HMC to
perform inference in simulator models as considered here.
An ABC set-up is used with a Gaussian synthetic-likelihood
formed by estimating moments from simulated data.
Rather than using automatic differentiation to exactly calcu-
late gradients of the generator function, Hamiltonian ABC
uses a stochastic gradient estimator. This is based on previ-
ous work considering methods for using a stochastic gradi-
ents within HMC [8, 36]. It has been suggested however that
the use of stochastic gradients can destroy the favourable
properties of Hamiltonian dynamics which enable coherent
exploration of high dimensional state spaces [5].
In Hamiltonian ABC it is also observed that representing
the generative model as a deterministic function by fixing
the random inputs to the generator is a useful method for
improving exploration of the state space. This is achieved by
including the seed of the pseudo-random number generator
in the chain state rather than the set of random inputs.
Also related is Optimisation Monte Carlo [23]. The authors
propose using an optimiser to find parameters of a simulator
model consistent with observed data (to within some toler-
ance 휖) given fixed random inputs sampled independently.
The optimisation is not measure-preserving and so the Ja-
cobian of the map is approximated with finite differences
to weight the samples. Our method also uses an optimiser
to find inputs consistent with the observations, however by
using a measure-preserving dynamic we avoid having to re-
weight samples which can scale poorly with dimensionality.
Our method also differs in treating all inputs to a generator
equivalently; while the Optimisation Monte Carlo authors
similarly identify the simulator models as deterministic func-
tions they distinguish between parameters and random in-
puts, optimising the first and independently sampling the lat-
ter. This can lead to random inputs being sampled for which
no parameters can be found consistent with the observations
(even with a ‘soft’ within 휖 constraint). Although optimisa-
tion failure is also potentially an issue for our method, as we
jointly optimise all inputs and are approximating some ex-
act continuous time constraint-satisfying dynamic we found
this occurred rarely in practice if an appropriate step size is
chosen. Our method can also be applied in cases were the
parameter dimension is greater than the dimension of the
observations unlike Optimization Monte Carlo.
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7 Experiments
To illustrate the general applicability of our method we per-
formed inference tasks in three diverse settings: parameter
inference in a stochastic Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model
simulation, 3D human pose and camera parameter inference
given 2D joint position information and finally in-painting
of missing regions of digit images using a generative model
trained on MNIST. In all three experiments Theano [35]
was used to specify the generator function and calculate the
required derivatives. All experiments were run on an Intel
Core i5-2400 quad-core CPU. Python code for the experi-
ments is available at https://git.io/dgm.
7.1 Lotka–Volterra parameter inference
As a first demonstration we considered a stochastic contin-
uous state variant of the Lotka–Volterra model, a common
example problem for ABC methods e.g. [23]. In particular
we consider parameter inference given a simulated solution
of the following stochastic differential equations
d푦1 =
(
푧1푦1 − 푧2푦1푦2
)
d푡 + d푛1, (18)
d푦2 =
(
−푧3푦2 + 푧4푦1푦2
)
d푡 + d푛2, (19)
where 푦1 represents the prey population, 푦2 the predator
population, {푧푖}4푖=1 the system parameters and 푛1 and 푛2zero-mean, unit variance white noise processes.
The observed data was generated with an Euler-Maruyama
discretisation, time-step 1, initial condition 푦(0)1 = 푦(0)2 =
100 and 푧1 = 0.4, 푧2 = 0.005, 푧3 = 0.05, 푧4 = 0.001 (cho-sen to give stable dynamics). The simulation was run for 50
time-steps with the observed outputs defined as the concate-
nated vector 풚 = [푦(1)1 푦(1)2 … 푦(50)1 푦(50)2 ]. Log-normal priors
푧푖 ∼ log (−2, 1) were place on the system parameters.
We compared our method to various ABC approaches (§2)
using a uniform ball kernel with radius 휖. ABC rejection
failed catastrophically, with no acceptances in 106 samples
even with a large 휖 = 1000. ABC MCMC with a Gaussian
proposal distribution 푞 also performed very poorly with the
dynamic having zero acceptances over multiple runs of 105
updates for 휖 = 100 and getting stuck at points in parameter
space over many updates for larger 휖 = 1000, even with
small proposal steps. Based on a method proposed in the
pseudo-marginal literature [26], we tried using alternating
elliptical slice sampling updates of the random inputs used
to generate the parameters 퐮푧 and remaining random inputs
퐮푦 used to generate the simulated observations given param-eters. The slice sampling updates locally adapt the size of
steps made to ensure a move can always be made. Using
this method we were able to obtain reasonable convergence
over long runs for both 휖 = 100 and 휖 = 10.
The results are summarised in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows
the simulated data used as observations and ABC sample
trajectories for 휖 = 10 and 휖 = 100 . Though both sam-
ples follow the general trends of the observed data there are
large discrepancies particularly for 휖 = 100. Our method in
contrast samples parameters generating trajectories exactly
matching the observations at all points. Figure 2b shows
the marginal histograms for the parameters. The inferred
posterior on the parameters are significantly more tightly
distributed about the true values used to generate the obser-
vations for our approach and the 휖 = 10 case compared to
the results for 휖 = 100; even for the 휖 = 10 case however it
can be seen that there are spurious appearing peaks in the
distributions for 푧3 and 푧4.
Figure 2c shows the relative sampling efficiency of our ap-
proach against the ABC methods, as measured by the ef-
fective sample sizes (ESS) (computed with R-CODA [28])
normalised by run time averaged across 10 sampling runs
for each method. Despite the significantly higher per-update
cost in our method, the coherent movement about the state
space afforded by the Hamiltonian dynamic gave signifi-
cantly better performance even over the very approximate
휖 = 100 case.
7.2 Human pose and camera model inference
For our next experiment we considered inferring a 3D human
pose and camera model from 2D projection(s) of joint posi-
tions. We used a 19 joint skeleton model, with a prior density
over poses parametrised by 47 local joint angles 퐳푎 learntfrom the PosePrior motion capture data-set [1] with a VAE
with a 30 dimensional hidden representation 퐡. For the bone
lengths 퐳푏, a log-normal model was fitted to data from the
ANSUR anthropometric data-set [13], due to symmetry 13
independent lengths being specified. A simple pin-hole pro-
jective camera model with 3 position parameters 퐳푐 and fixedfocal-length was used3. A log-normal prior was placed on
the depth co-ordinate z푐,3 to enforce positivity with normalpriors on the other two co-ordinates z푐,1 and z푐,2. A smallamount of Gaussian noise was added to the projected posi-
tions to give the observed 2D joint positions 퐲. This ensured
the constraint Jacobian was full row-rank everywhere and
gave a known hierarchical joint density on {퐲, 퐡, 퐳푎, 퐳푏, 퐳푐}allowing comparison with HMC as a baseline.
We first considered binocular pose estimation, with the 3D
scene information inferred given 2D projections from two
cameras with a known offset between them. In this stereo
vision case, the disparity between the projections gives infor-
mation about the depth direction and so we would expect the
posterior distribution on the 3D pose to be tightly distributed
around the true values used to generate the observations. We
compared our constrained HMCmethod to running standard
HMC on the conditional density of {퐡, 퐳푎, 퐳푏, 퐳푐} given 퐲.
3The camera orientation was assumed fixed to avoid replicating
the degrees of freedom specified by the angular orientation of
the root joint of the skeleton: only the relative camera–skeleton
orientation is important.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Lotka–Volterra (a) Observed predator-prey populations (solid) and ABC sample trajectories with 휖 = 10
(dashed) and 휖 = 100 (dot-dashed). (b) Marginal empirical histograms for the (logarithm of the) four parameters (columns)
from constrained HMC samples (top) and ABC samples with 휖 = 10 (middle) and 휖 = 100 (bottom). Horizontal axes shared
across columns. Red arrows indicate true parameter values. (c) Mean ESS normalised by compute time for each of four
parameters for ABC with 휖 = 10 (red), 휖 = 100 (green) and our method (blue). Error bars show ±3 standard errors of mean.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Human pose (a) RMSEs of 3D pose posterior mean estimates given binocular projections, using samples from our
method (blue) versus running HMC in hierarchical model (red) for three different scenes sampled from the prior. Horizontal
axes show computation time to produce number of samples in estimate. Solid curves are average RMSE over 10 runs
with different seeds and shaded regions show ±3 standard errors of mean. (b) Orthographic projections (top: front view,
bottom: side view) of 3D poses consistent with monocular projections. Left most pair (black) shows pose used to generate
observations, right three show constrained HMC samples.
Figure 3a shows the root mean squared error (RMSE) be-
tween the posterior mean estimate of the 3D joint positions
and the true positions used to generate the observations as
the number of samples included in the estimate increases for
three test scenes. For both methods the horizontal axis has
been scaled by run time.
The constrained HMC method (blue curves) tends to give
significantly more accurate estimates particularly over longer
periods. Visually inspecting the sampled poses and individ-
ual run traces (not shown) it seems that the HMC runs tended
to often get stuck in local modes corresponding to a subset
of joints being ‘incorrectly’ positioned while still broadly
matching the (noisy) projections. The complex dependen-
cies of the joint positions on the angle parameters mean
the dynamic struggles to find an update which brings the
‘incorrect’ joints closer to their true positions without mov-
ing other joints out of line. The constrained HMC method
seemed to be less susceptible to this issue.
We also considered inferring 3D scene information from a
single 2D projection. Monocular projection is inherently in-
formation destroying with significant uncertainty to the true
pose and camera parameters which generated the observa-
tions. Figure 3b shows pairs of orthographic projections of
3D poses: the left most column is the pose used to generate
the projection conditioned on and the right three columns
are poses sampled using constrained HMC consistent with
the observations. The top row shows front 푥–푦 views, cor-
responding to the camera view though with a orthographic
rather than perspective projection, the bottom row shows
side 푧–푦 views with the 푧 axis the depth from the camera.
The dynamic is able to move between a range of plausible
poses consistent with the observations while reflecting the
inherent depth ambiguity from the monocular projection.
7.3 MNIST in-painting
As a final task we considered inferring in-paintings for a
missing region of a digit image 퐳 given knowledge of the rest
of the pixel values 퐲. A Gaussian VAE trained on MNIST
was used as the generative model, with a 50-dimensional
hidden code 퐡. We compared our method to running HMC
in the known conditional density on 퐡 given 퐲 (퐳 can then
be directly sampled from its Gaussian conditional given 퐡).
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(a) Constrained HMC samples (b) HMC in hierarchical model samples
Figure 4: MNIST In-painting samples. The top black-on-white quarter of each image is the fixed observed region and the
remaining white-on-black region the proposed in-painting. In left-right scan order the images in (a) are consecutive samples
from a run; in (b) the images are every 40th sample to account for the quicker updates.
Example samples are shown in Figure 4. In this case the
constrained and standard HMC approaches appear to be per-
forming similarly, with both able to find a range of plausible
in-paintings given the observed pixels. Without cost adjust-
ment the standard HMC samples show greater correlation
between subsequent updates, however for a fairer compar-
ison the samples shown were thinned to account for the
approximately 40× larger run-time per constrained HMC
sample. Although the constrained dynamic does not improve
efficiency here neither does it seem to hurt it.
8 Discussion
We have presented a generally applicable framework for
performing inference in differentiable generative models.
Though simulating the constrained Hamiltonian dynamic is
computationally costly, the resulting coherent exploration of
the state space can lead to significantly improved sampling
efficiency over alternative methods.
Further our approach allows asymptotically exact inference
in differentiable generative models where ABC methods
might otherwise be used. We suggest an approach for dealing
with two of the key issues in ABCmethods— enabling infer-
ence in continuous spaces as 휖 collapses to zero and allowing
efficient inference when conditioning on high-dimensional
observations without the need for dimensionality reduction
with summary statistics (and the resulting task of choosing
appropriate summary statistics). As well as being of prac-
tical importance itself, this approach should be useful in
providing ‘ground truth’ inferences in more complex mod-
els to assess the affect of the approximations used in ABC
methods on the quality of the inferences.
In molecular simulations, constrained dynamics are often
used to improve efficiency. Intra-molecular motion is re-
moved by fixing bond lengths. This allows a larger time-step
to be used due to the removal of high-frequency bond oscilla-
tions [16]. An analogous effect is present when performing
inference in an ABC setting with a 휖 kernel ‘soft-constraint’
to enforce consistency between the inputs and observed out-
puts. As 휖 → 0 the scales over which the inputs density
changes value in directions orthogonal to the constraint man-
ifold and along directions tangential to the manifold increas-
ingly differ. To stay within the soft constraint a very small
step-size needs to be used. Using a constrained dynamic
decouples the motion on the constraint manifold from the
steps to project on to it, allowing more efficient larger steps
to be used for moving on the manifold.
A limitation of our method is the requirement of differentia-
bility of the generator. This prevents applying our approach
to generative models which use discontinuous operations
or discrete random inputs. In some cases conditioned on
fixed values of discrete random inputs the generator may
still be differentiable and so the proposed method can be
used to update the continuous random inputs given values
of the discrete inputs. This would need to be alternated with
updates to the discrete inputs, which would require devising
methods for updating the discrete inputs to the generator
while constraining its output to exactly match observations.
A common technique in ABC methods is to define a kernel
or distance measure in terms of summary statistics of the
observed data [20]. This is necessary in standard ABC ap-
proaches to cope with the ‘curse of dimensionality’ with the
probability of accepting samples / moves for a fixed toler-
ance 휖 exponentially decreasing as the dimensionality of the
observations conditioned on increases. Although as already
noted the proposed method is better able to cope with high
observation dimensions, if appropriate informative statistics
are available (e.g. based on expert knowledge) and these are
differentiable functions of the generator outputs, they can
be easily integrated in to the proposed method by absorbing
the statistic computation in to the definition of 푮푦.
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A Computing conditional expectations in the input space
We here give a derivation for the target density on the constraint manifold in the input space of a differentiable generative
model for computing expectations conditional on observations of the output. This is largely a restatement of results in [9,
§2.3] and is provided mainly to make those results more easily relatable to the notation of this paper.
For clarity in this section the measure being integrated with respect to will be explicitly denoted. For a variable of integration
풙, 휆퐷 {d풙} will denote the 퐷 dimensional Lebesgue measure and 퐷 {d풙} the 퐷 dimensional Hausdorff measure over
some space  which will be specified.
A key result we will use is Federer’s Co-Area Formula [11, §3.2.12]:
Theorem (Co-Area Formula). Let푴 ∶  ⊆ ℝ퐿 →  ⊆ ℝ퐾 be Lipschitz with 퐿 > 퐾 and ℎ ∶  → ℝ be Lebesgue
measurable. Then
∫ ℎ(풙)
||||휕푴휕풙 휕푴휕풙 T||||
1
2
휆퐿 {d풙} = ∫ ∫푴−1(풗) ℎ(풙)
퐿−퐾 {d풙} 휆퐾 {d풗} (20)
with 휕푴휕풙 =
[
휕푚푖
휕푥푗
]
푖,푗
the Jacobian of the map,푴−1(풗) the 퐿 −퐾 dimensional sub-manifold embedded in  with Hausdorff
measure 퐿−퐾 {d풙}, which is the solution set {풙 ∈  ∶푴(풙) = 풗}.
Corollary. If the Jacobian of 푴 has full row-rank everywhere such that |||| 휕푴휕풙 휕푴휕풙 T|||| > 0 ∀풙 ∈  then for a Lebesgue
measurable ℎ∗ ∶  → ℝ
∫ ℎ
∗(풙) 휆퐿 {d풙} = ∫ ∫푴−1(풗) ℎ
∗(풙)
||||휕푴휕풙 휕푴휕풙 T||||
− 12 퐿−퐾 {d풙} 휆퐾 {d풗} (21)
which can be easily shown by setting ℎ(풙) = ℎ∗(풙)
|||| 휕푴휕풙 휕푴휕풙 T||||−
1
2
in (20).
We will also use what is sometimes termed the Law of the Unconscious Statistician (LOTUS) to express expectations of
functions of random (vector) variables when an explicit density on the random output of the function is not known.
Theorem (Law of the Unconscious Statistician). Let 퐲 be a random vector on support  ⊆ ℝ푁 with density 핡 퐱 [풙] with
respect to the Lebesgue measure 휆푁 {d풙} and 푓 ∶  → ℝ be Lebesgue measurable. If we define a new random variable
v = 푓 (퐱) then
피 [v] = 피 [푓 (퐱)] = ∫ 푓 (풙)핡 퐱 [풙] 휆
푁 {d풙} . (22)
Corollary. If 퐱 is defined as 퐱 = 푮(퐮) for some 푮 ∶  ⊆ ℝ푀 →  then
피 [푓 (퐱)] = 피 [(푓 ◦푮)(퐮)] = ∫ 푓 ◦푮(풖)핡퐮 [풖] 휆
푀 {d풖} . (23)
This leads us to the main result
Theorem. Let 퐮 be a random vector with density 핡퐮 [풖] = 휌(풖) with respect to the Lebesgue measure 휆푀 {d풖} on support = ℝ푀 . Further let 푮 ∶  →  be a smooth map, with  = ℝ푁 ; 푁 ≤푀 defining a random vector 퐱 = 푮(퐮). Assume
휕푮
휕풖 exists and has full row-rank almost everywhere.
Partition the output space  =  ×  with  = ℝ푁푦 and  = ℝ푁푧 and 퐲 = 푮푦(퐮), 퐳 = 푮푧(퐮). Then the conditional
expectation of some function 푓 of 퐳 given 퐲 = 풚̄ has been observed is
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚̄] = 1
핡 퐲 [풚̄] ∫ 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 휌(풖)
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12 푀−푁푦 {d풖} . (24)
with 핡 퐲 [풚̄] the marginal density on 퐲 with respect to the Lebesgue measure 휆푁푦 {d풚} which must be non-zero for the
conditional expectation to be well-defined;  is the 푀 − 푁푦 dimensional sub-manifold defined by the solution set{
풖 ∈  ∶ 푮푦(풖) = 풚̄}.
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Proof. By the Law of Total Expectation we have that
피 [푓 (퐳)] = ∫ 피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚] 핡 퐲 [풚] 휆푁푦 {d풚} . (25)
Using LOTUS (22) we get
∫ 피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚] 핡 퐲 [풚] 휆푁푦 {d풚} = ∫ 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 휌(풖) 휆푀 {d풖} . (26)
Applying the co-area formula corollary (21) to the right-hand side gives
∫ 피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚] 핡 퐲 [풚] 휆푁푦 {d풚} = (27)
∫ ∫푮−1푦 (풚) 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 휌(풖)
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12 푀−푁푦 {d풖} 휆푁푦 {d풚} . (28)
Define ⋆ = {풚 ∈  ∶ 핡 퐲 [풚] > 0}. Then we have
∫⋆
{
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚]} 핡 퐲 [풚] 휆푁푦 {d풚} = (29)
∫⋆
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
핡 퐲 [풚] ∫푮−1푦 (풚) 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 휌(풖)
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12 푀−푁푦 {d풖}
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭핡 퐲 [풚]휆
푁푦 {d풚} . (30)
As this holds for arbitrary Lebesgue measurable 푓 , this implies that the terms inside the braces are equal for all 풚 ∈ ⋆. As
풚̄ ∈ ⋆ by assumption and  = 푮−1푦 (풚̄) we have
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚̄] = 1
핡 퐲 [풚̄] ∫ 푓 ◦푮푧(풖) 휌(풖)
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12 푀−푁푦 {d풖} . (31)
Corollary. Define a target density with respect to the Hausdorff measure 푀−푁푦 {d풖} on 
휋(풖) ∝ 휌(풖)
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T|||||
− 12
. (32)
If we generate a set of MCMC samples
{
풖(푠)
}푆
푠=1 which leave 휋(풖) invariant with respect to 푀−푁푦 {d풖} on , by the Lawof Large Numbers we can then form a Monte Carlo estimate for the conditional expectation
피
[
푓 (퐳) | 퐲 = 풚̄] = lim
푆→∞
1
푆
푆∑
푠=1
(
푓 ◦푮푧(풖(푠))
)
. (33)
B Evaluating the target density and its gradient
For the constrained Hamiltonian dynamics we need to be able to evaluate the logarithm of the target density (32) up to an
additive constant and its gradient with respect to 풖. We have that
log휋(풖) = log 휌(풖) − 1
2
log
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T||||| − log푍 (34)
where 푍 is the normalising constant for the density which is independent of 풖.
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In general evaluating the Grammatrix determinant log |||| 휕푮푦휕풖 휕푮푦휕풖 T|||| has computational cost which scales as(푀푁2푦 ). However
as part of the constrained dynamics updates the lower-triangular Cholesky decomposition 푳 of the Gram matrix 휕푮푦휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T is
calculated. Using basic properties of the matrix determinant we have
log휋(풖) = log 휌(풖) − 1
2
log |||푳푳T||| − log푍 (35)
= log 휌(풖) − 1
2
log |푳| |||푳T||| − log푍 (36)
= log 휌(풖) − log |푳| − log푍 (37)
= log 휌(풖) −
푁푦∑
푖=1
log(퐿푖푖) − log푍 (38)
The base density 휌(풖) will typically be of a simple form e.g. standard Gaussian, therefore we can evaluate the logarithm of
the target density up to an additive constant at a marginal computational cost that scales linearly with dimensionality.
For the gradient we can use reverse-mode automatic differentiation to calculate the gradient of (38) with respect to 풖. This
requires propagating partial derivatives through the Cholesky decomposition [25]; efficient implementations for this are
present in many automatic differentiation frameworks including Theano.
Alternatively the gradient of (34) can be explicitly derived. The gradient of log 휌(풖) will generally be trivial and 휕 log푍휕풖 = ퟎ.The gradient of the second term can be calculated using
휕
휕푢푖
log
|||||
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T||||| = Trace
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
[
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T]−1 [ 휕2푮푦
휕푢푖휕풖
휕푮푦
휕풖
T
+
휕푮푦
휕풖
휕2푮푦
휕푢푖휕풖
T]⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ (39)
= 2Trace
{
휕2푮푦
휕푢푖휕풖
[
푳−T푳−1
휕푮푦
휕풖
]T}
. (40)
The matrix inside the square brackets is independent of 푖 and can be computed once by solving the system of equations by
forward and backward substitution. The matrix of second partial derivatives 휕2푮푦휕푢푖휕풖 can either be manually derived for thespecific generator function or calculated using automatic differentiation. The trace of the matrix product is then just the sum
over all indices of the element-wise product of the pair.
C Exploiting structure in the generator
Often the generator inputs 퐮 can be split in to two distinct groups — global inputs 퐯 which effect all of the observed outputs
(e.g. inputs which map to model parameters) and local ‘noise’ inputs 퐧, each element of which affect only a subset of the
outputs.
In particular systems with a generator function 푮푦 which can be expressed in one of the two forms
푦푖 = 푔푖(풗, 푛푖) (element-wise) or 푦푖 = 푔̃푖(풗, 푦푖−1, 푛푖) = 푔푖(풗,풏≤푖) (autoregressive) (41)
have a Jacobian 휕푪휕풖 =
[
휕푪
휕풗
휕푪
휕풏
] in which 휕푪휕풏 is diagonal (element-wise) or triangular (autoregressive).
The decomposition of 휕푪휕풖 휕푪휕풖 T = 휕푪휕풏 휕푪휕풏 T + 휕푪휕풗 휕푪휕풗 T can then be computed by low-rank Cholesky updates of the triangular /
diagonal matrix 휕푪휕풏 with each of the columns of 휕푪휕풗 . As dim(풗) = 퐿 is often significantly less than, and independent of, thenumber of outputs conditioned on푁푦, the resulting (퐿푁2푦 ) cost of the Cholesky updates is a significant improvement over
the original (푁3푦 ).
Many learnt differentiable generative models have an element-wise noise structure including the Gaussian VAE. The
autoregressive noise structure commonly occurs in stochastic dynamical simulations where the outputs are a time sequence
of states, with noise being added each time-step, for example the Lotka-Volterra model considered in the experiments in
Section 7.
Asymptotically exact inference in differentiable generative models
D Lotka-Volterra parameter empirical histogram
Larger version of figure 2b showing empirical histograms for posterior samples of Lotka–Volterra model parameters.
Figure 5: Marginal empirical histograms for the (logarithm of the) four parameters (columns) from constrained HMC
samples (top) and ABC samples with 휖 = 10 (middle) and 휖 = 100 (bottom). Horizontal axes shared across columns. Red
arrows indicate true parameter values. Green curve - log-normal prior density.
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